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Magnetic Stability of Novel Exchange CoupledSystems
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The magnetic stability of two different interracial exchange coupled systems are investigated

using the magneto-optic Kerr effect during repeated reversal of the soft layer magnetization by

field cycling up to 107times. For Fe/Cr ‘double-superlattice’ exchange biased systems, small but

rapid initial decay of exchange bias field HE and the remanent magnetization is observed. Also

the Sin-Co/Fe biIayers grown epitaxially with uniaxial in-plane anisotropy show similar decay.

However, the HE of biaxial and random in-plane bilayers, shows gradual decay without large

reduction of the magnetization. These different decay behaviors explained by their different

microstructure and interracial spin configurations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The application of interracial exchange coupling is attractive to control magnetic properties.

Because of the ever-decreasing size of magnetic devices to the nanometer scale, aserious

concernin these applications isthe stability ofthe magnetization. Instabilities caused bytherrnal

fluctuations are one of the biggest problems in the magnetic recording industry? Such

instabilities in principle could be remedied by utilizing suitable exchange couplings. One

example of this is that the exchange bias effect that occurs at the interface between a ferromagnet

(F) and an antiferromagnet (AF) pinning layer is being used in new GMR (giant

magnetoresistance) heads in high-density magnetic recording.3 Another example is that

exchange-spring magnet nanostructures consisting of exchange coupled soft ferromagnets

pinned to hard ferromagnetic phases are candidates for the next generation of high-energy-

product permanent magnet materials}5 Instabilities have also recently been reported in tunneling

magnetoresistance (TMR) junctions of the hard reference layer against magnetization decay

during field cycling of the adjacent soft layer.6

In this paper we present a comparison of the magnetic stability after multiple switching cycles

in a novel exchange bias structure and exchange spring heterostructures. Our exchange bias

system is an Fe/Cr ‘double superlattice’ consisting of a ferromagnetic Fe/Cr superlattice and an

antiferromagnetic superlattice coupled through a Cr spacer.7 Fe/Cr double superlattices behave

like conventional exchange bias systems, but with more coherent interfaces

coupling strengths. For the exchange spring system we use Sin-Co/Fe bilayer

epitaxially on different substrates to yield uniaxial, biaxial and random in-plane

and controllable

structures grown

anisotropies. The

epitaxially grown Sin-Co films have coercivity values of up to 4 T at room temperature. The
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switching fields and remanent magnetization of both systems were measured by the magneto-

optic Kerr effect during repeated reversals of the soft layer magnetization by fieIdcycling. The

.
magnetic stability after 107cycles is reported and the effects of microstructure and interracial

spin configuration of the pinning layers are discussed.

2. EXPERIMENT

Fe/Cr double superlattices and Sin-Co/Fe exchange spring bilayers were grown epitaxially

by dc magnetron sputtering. In all cases, .Cr buffer layers 200-~ thick were deposited under

suitable conditions to provide appropriate growth templates.

For the Fe/Cr double superlattices, the Cr buffer layer was deposited onto single-crystal

MgO(l 10) substrates at 400 “C in an Ar pressure of 4 mTorr to achieve (211)-oriented epitaxird

growth. This template yields a strong in-phme uniaxial anisotropy in Fe/Cr superlattices along

MgO [ OT1] direction. The substrate was then cooled to 100°C and the double-superlattices

were grown in 2 mTorr of Ar as ~e( 14 @/Cr( 11 ~)]20 /Cr(20 ~)/[Fe(50 ~)/Cr(20 ~)]~ with a

50-~ Cr capping layer. The 1l-~ Cr and 20-~ Cr give rise to AF and F coupled Fe/Cr

superlattices, respectively. ‘The20-~ Cr between the two superlattices provides F coupling.

For the exchange spring bilayers, single-crystal MgO( 100) and ( 110) substrates were used to

grow (100) and (21 I)-oriented Cr epitaxial buffer layers, and glass substrates were used to grow

(100)-textured Cr buffer layers at 150 “C in 2.5 mTorr of Ar. After depositing the Cr buffer

layer, the substrates were kept at 400 “C and the Sin-Co layers were epitaxially grown with

subsequent deposition of an 800-~ Fe layer. The Sin-Co/Fe bilayers were capped by 100 ~ of

Cr. The Sin-Co films grown on Cr(2 11) and Cr(100) buffers on single crystal MgO substrates

are (1100)- and ( 11?0 )-oriented with in-plane l.lnkixial and biaxi~ ~isotropies,g whereas the

3
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ones grown on (loO)-textured Cr buffer layers on glass are ( 11~0)-oriented but with randomly

distributed easy axes in the fdm plane. The.thickness of the Sin-Co layer was varied from 50 to

800 ~.

The exchange spring behavior of Sin-Co/Fe bilayers and the exchange bias characteristics of

Fe/Cr double-superlattices were confirmed via minor loop measurements using a Quantum

Design dc magnetometer equipped with a 7-Tesla magnet and a magneto-optic Kerr effect

(MOKE) setup with a 2-T magnet. With the MOKE system, the magnetic stability after multiple

field cycles was measured from the change of switching fields and intensities of the minor loops.

Due to the finite penetration depth of light (-200 ~), the intensity of the MOKE signal is

proportional to the magnetization of the F superlattice in the double superlattices, or to that of Fe

layer in the exchange spring bilayers. The samples were initially magnetized to +7 T along the

easy axis direction ~d then the reverse field was cycled from OOe to -260 Oe up to 107times at

about 66 Hz using an air-gap coil. No magnetizing field was applied during the measurements

and field cycles. To make sure that changes in measured signal are due to repeated switching of

the free layer and not to a natural aging, the time dependence of HEand the magnetization were

measured. The Sm-Co(50 ~)/Fe(800~) film was kept in a field of –250 Oe for more than two

days after being magnetized at +7 T. The remanent magnetization was measured periodically. TO

minimize the number of switching, only a few minor loops were measured. Even after 2x104

seconds, which is comparable to the time needed to measure the switching stability to 107cycles,

no significant decay was found.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 1 shows the change in exchange bias with the number of field cycles N for an Fe/Cr

double-superlattice and uniaxial, biaxial and random in-pl~e Sm-Co(800 &/Fe(800 ~) bilayers.

.
The exchange bias HE is defined as the shift of the minor loop from zero field. H~Ois obtained

from the first loop and AH~= HE- H~O.The curves are normalized by Hw From Figure 1, two

kinds of decay characteristics can be seen. The two uniaxial systems—the Fe/Cr double

superlattice and the uniaxial bilayer—both show a rapid initial decay in HE and then stabilize.

The decay is strong{- 370-970)for the fwst 10 cycles. On the other hand, the biaxial and the in-

plane random Sin-Co/Fe bilayers show a much slower decay in HE,which does not stabilize even

after 107field cycles. In the following, we will focus on the uniaxial and the biaxial Sin-Co/Fe

bilayers for the two kinds of decay behaviors.

The observed decay patterns are similar to the ‘training effect’ in conventional AF/F

exchange bias systemsl” where the decrease in HE is related to partial reorientation of the AF

domains with each FM magnetization reversal.’ The same mechanism could be at play here.

The different decay behaviors in the uniaxial and the biaxial samples could be accounted for by

noting the differences in microstructure and spin configurations at the interface, of the pinning

layers. High-resolution electron microscopy studyll shows that, due to local departure from the

nominal stoichiometry during growth, the uniaxial Sin-Co film has SmCoJ, SmzCo7and SmCo5

polytypoids with stacking faults parallel to the hcp basal plane. These different phases have

different magnetic anisotropy and share a common easy axis. Upon field cycling, regions with

lower magnetic anisotropy become reversed, giving rise to the rapid initial decay in HE.

However, the planar stacking faults provide effective domain-wall pinning which prevents

further propagation of reversed domains, and HEreaches saturation. The biaxial Sin-Co, on the

other hand, has a bicrystalline microstructure with grains separated by incoherent boundaries.
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The grains have their easy axes ineitklvlgo [001] Or [010] directions. The strong inter-

granular coupling results in clusters of grains that have effective easy axes “along either MgQ

.“
[Oll]or MgOIOTl] directions. Itislikely thatduring repeated field cycfing, tiemagnetization

of some of the grains relax into their local preferred directions. Since this process involves only

a 45° rotation, the decrease in the coupling with the Fe layer would be small. This is evidenced

by the smaller change of HE for the biaxial samples than for the uniaxial

density of twin boundaries could account for the very slow decay processes.

samples. The high

Figures 2 (a) and 2(b) show the decay behavior of the uniaxial and biaxial samples with

different Sin-Co thicknesses. For the uniaxial samples, the one with 800~ Sin-Co shows

strongest initial decay of HE and the rate of decay decreases with decreasing Sin-Co thickness.

This behavior could be due to the island growth mode of Sm-Co.9 As the Sin-Co thickness

increases, the roughness, and therefore inhomogeneity in the coupling with the Fe layer,

increases. The initial decay in HEbecomes stronger as a result. On the other hand, the decay of

the nucleation field H~ in the biaxial samples is less sensitive to the Sin-Co layer thickness. This

is again consistent with the fact the density of

independent.

twin boundaries in biaxial Sin-Co is thickness-

For the uniaxial samples with 800 ~ and 200 ~ Sin-Co, the variation (HE - H~_) is

proportional to 1/ ~~ for the first couple of hundred cycles, as Paccard et al.’0 had shown.

However, the bias field of the bilayer sample with 50 ~ Sin-Co decreases linearly with the

number cycles. This is due to the gradual demagnetization of the thin Sin-Co layer. Shown in

Figure 3 are the minor loops of the bilayer film after 1, 100, 106,3X10S,and 107field cycles. It is

seen that only does the magnitude of the magnetization decrease, the squareness of the looP
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decreases as well. Since its thickness, 50&is smaller than the thickness of a domain wall, the ~-::<~

Sin-Co would be susceptible to irreversible switching by reversal of the coupled Fe layer.5 .,

Figure 4 shows the minor loops of a biaxial Sm-Co(200 ~)/Fe(800 ~) bi~ayer sample after

various numbers of field cycling. The demagnetizing branches gradually shift towrgd lower

fields, but the recoil curves remain mostly unchanged. The shapes of the two branches are highly

asymmetric. The asymmetry indicates different magnetization reversal mechanisms. According

to Nikitenko et aL’2 in the demagnetization process the magnetization is reversed sharply by a

domain wall running through the Fe layer from edge to edge, while in the recoil process the

magnetization returns to its original direction at nucleation centers throughout the film, located

probably at grain boundaries. Since the propagation of a domain wail in the demagnetization

branch involves the participation of all domains in the pinning layer, their gradual relaxation

leads to the decrease of the switching field. However, since the locations of the nucleation

centers are not likely to change, on average, the recoil curves would remain the same.

4. SUMMARY

The magnetic stability of two novel interracial exchange coupled systems was investigated.

For Fe/Cr double-superlattice and exchange spring bilayers with uniaxial Sin-Co, the exchange

bias field HE shows strong initial decay and then becoming stable as in a training effect.

However, for the biaxial samples, HE decays gradually and does not reach saturation. The

different decay behaviors are attributed to the different microstructure and spin configuration of

the pinning layers. The strong initial decay in uniaxial samples are due to the reversal local

inhomogeneities whereas the gradual decay in biaxial samples are due to” slow relaxation

metastable spin configuration. For applications that require long-term stability in the exchange

7
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bias field, the uniaxial pinning layers might be preferred. The asymmetric hysteresis loops of the

biaxial samples indicate different mechanisms for the demagnetization and recoil processes.,

These results help us to begin to understand the magnetic stability in terms of the stability of the

crystallographic microstructure. However, such studies in the future would benefit enormously

from direct microstructural observations to verify these ideas.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 The change in exchange bias AHEwith numbers of field cycles N for an [Fe(14 ~)/Cr(l 1

~)]m /Cr(20 &/[Fe(50 ~)/Cr(20 ~)],double superlattice and Sm-Co(800 ~)/Fe(800 ~)

exchange spring bilayers with uniaxial, biaxial and random in-plane SmCo layer. The

curves are normalized by the initial exchange bias field value denoted Hm

Fig. 2 (a) The change in exchange bias AH~with N for uniaxial Sm-Co/Fe(800 ~) bilayers

with different Sin-Co thicknesses. (b) The change in nucleation field H~ with N for

biaxial Sm-Co/Fe(800 ~) bilayers with different Sin-Co thicknesses, H~is defined as the

switching field in the demagnetization curve.

Fig. 3 The minor hysteresis loops of the uniaxial Sm-Co(50 ~)/Fe(800 & bilayer after

different number of field cycles.

Fig. 4 The demagnetization and recoil curves for the biaxial Sm-Co(200 &/Fe(800 ~) bilayer

for different numbers of field cycles.
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